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Strategic Partnership Between Leading Med-Tech Companies to Produce App-Type
Solutions to Provide Faster Patient Care
Pertexa (PHT), California--based medical company and Redox Engine of Wisconsin, a technology leader in the
development of advanced API solutions for EHR integration have agreed to a strategic partnership that will integrate
Redoxʼs API with Pertexaʼs Radekal Productivity App. Radekal is widely recognized as the nationʼs top physicianʼs
productivity App with productivity gains of over 30%, to large ACOs and hospitals throughout the Nation. Radekalʼs
“wrapper technology” is one of the reasons that itʼs been eagerly adopted because the technology works around
the conﬁnes of existing infrastructure, and doesnʼt require gutting of existing systems.
Redox is the modern API for EHR integration, the bridge from health systems to the cloud and back. The trend of
today is the interoperability of software and hardware. During the early days of EHR, it was more of a “wild west”
where companies wanted to stake their claim early and gain market share. That approach created a wide range of
systems and applications – that donʼt easily talk to each other.
Redox allows best--in--class software to easily and securely interoperate with EHRs by connecting to existing health
system infrastructure. Applications connect to Redox once and integrate with any health system they sell to through
standardized data models. Redox provides health systems with a platform that acts as a single access point for all
cloud--based applications, providing access controls and monitoring while eliminating integrations.
"We were all around the early days of digitization of health data and experienced the good and the bad. Since we
did everything from software development to implementation, integration and optimization we were able to design
Redox to help our health care clients manage integrations and modernize EHR interoperability. We love working with
companies with disruptive products, like Radekal and RITA." Said Luke Bonney, CEO of Redox.
"The minute Pertexa met the Redox team, it was immediately clear this company was a perfect ﬁt as a strategic
partner for integration and interoperability API development – along with the vision of developing disruptive technologies. Pertexa at its core wants to stay focused and continue to create innovative software and hardware productivity tools and Redox will be able to oﬀer a cost eﬀective solution for clients. ” Said Kishor Joshi, CEO of Pertexa.

About Pertexa:
Pertexa, Inc. is a next-generation medical technology company headquartered in Ridgecrest, California that creates
and distributes advanced technology including RITA and RADEKAL, the nationʼs leading Physicianʼs Productivity
Tool, which has been shown to increase productivity by 30%. By combining both hardware and app development
for worldwide medical use, Pertexa is an innovative brain trust, advancing disruptive transformational technologies
for an evolving healthcare environment.
Redox, Inc. is a modern electronic health record (EHR) integration platform that empowers digital health applications and health systems to share data through standardized data models. Headquartered in Madison, Wisconsin,
Redox is committed to removing technical barriers limiting adoption of innovative healthcare solutions. With over
100 organizations building on top of its API, Redox represents the largest ecosystem of integrated healthcare applications
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